
The inning was extremely full of patience, full of determination mathematically 

precise psychologically he is pursuing the happiness for us. As great philosopher 

“Plato” said happiness is a butterfly she appears for a brief moment then 

disappears. When pink “Rose” flies in the air to land out of the ground. That 

what he did, make us very happy. Unfortunately, he couldn’t accomplish the 

millstone century. Stinchcombe 152 runs after Hamid. Remarkable displayed. 

 

 

He is technically very sound, especially leg side is his favorite shuts. he played 

shot ball very well and have many runs collected. Moreover, his delightful 

singles were very lethal, and giving the opposition headache, they don’t know 

where his week points are? Behind the wicket, a brilliant catch here a magical 

run out there makes all the difference. Our captain Ware de Vore, as charismatic 

and spontaneous in the field and out of the field he is the center of the festival.  

 

 

You cannot live perfectly without doing something for someone, who will never 

be able to repay. Said Great captain Ware. I may say, it has been a long time 

since a perfect inning has been exhibited. Well, don, Sir J. Stinchcombe. maybe 

this inning would be with you forever.  

 

 

The great Gladiators Rafael, 

 

 

He hits 3 enormous sixes of the slow bowler and flowed up with three majestic 

conservative boundaries. I ask him to slow down, but he said it is my nature I 

don/t know how to play cricket that way I learned and I executed my action, I 

love that we all agree with him his little thrill makes us so happy that reason we 

have no answer of his logic but we love him. His 18 balls again 48 runs. He is a 

butterfly who gives us for a moment joy of thrill and flies away, but those 

moments are so costly than Masterpiece of Mona Liza.  

 

 

The match winners are Sajjad and Hamid Mir, they are the heart of our team 

with bats and with bowling also. Now leading runs getter and wicket-takers are 

Hamid Mir 10 wicket Runs 165. I think he is a man of series. The best all-

rounder CCG blessed with.  

 

 

Ware de Vore, 

 

 



All credit goes to Ware de Vore, who has a God-gifted management skill to 

administrated the team which every episode has been won comprehensively, 

there is no doubt leaders make difference, in this game timing is important and 

quick decision making intelligence is a matter. His observing the situation 

factuality of perception is marvelous. He is an attacking captain who plays in 

front foot philosophically. Our honorable member Mr. M. Davidson has forever 

been a sponsor from our beloved captain to lunch and drinks free. What a 

Wonderful gesture that is a true human.  

 

 

Now is the picnic time total collection was,  

!2 people paid 20€ Alf paid 30€ Sjjad 10€ 280 total official budget is?  

 

 

320€ bill paid 320 besides that our Honourable president sponsors 50€ 

including. after that our captain offers us snacks a lot of beer to make the 

celebration more attractive, 

That is all gentleman. 


